Prestige Italia presents

The D1-X ZERO model will occupy
the top slot for the performance
it provide. The saddle offer
improved close contact thanks
to greater proximity to the horse.
At the same time there is greater
comfort because the seat is even
softer. The result obtained is an
appreciable reduction in panel
thickness. At the same time
stability is ensured and the horse
feels comfortable along its back.
No change has been made to any
of the other technical features.

Tree of the D1-X ZERO

X – Technology has been able
to offer riders the required
closeness while fully ensuring due
consideration for horses and their
wellbeing. With the new version
of D1-X ZERO closeness to
the horse has been obtained
not by resorting to an extreme
twist, by lengthening the tree
supports, or by shifting the
centre gravity rearwards on the
seat – all of which solutions can
harm the horse – but through
deft adjustments to the frames
suggested by a close study of
human anatomy.

It has done this by applying elastic membranes to the saddle tree that are filled with a
special shock-absorbing material in the area corresponding to the lower hip bone.
Shock – Absorbing
Material

Elastic Membranes
“IN-OUT” Effect
Through its membrane arrangement Prestige offers riders a deep seat but without
making them “sink” into it. Thanks to the elastic action of the (in-out) membrane the
movement on the seat is not restricted.

Another key novelty of the
D1-X ZERO saddle, one that
brings rider and horse into close
contact, are the panels. The
normal panels, stuffed with layers
of hide, felt, sponge cloth, and
synthetic flocking material, have
been replaced with new panels
made from hide, the customary
synthetic flocking material, and a
new honeycomb material that is
highly elastic.

New Honeycomb
Material

Elastic Sponge Cloth

